Want to become the next HKS Health Fellow?
Applying for the HKS Health Fellowship is done via our online portal.
The application should take a candidate about 1 hour to complete and will feature the questions below.
It might be helpful for a candidate to prepare responses to the short answer questions before entering
the portal. More information on the program can be found on the accompanying sheet.
For questions regarding the application, feel free to contact sellis@hksinc.com.
Applications are due January 15, 2021.
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Why are you interested in healthcare architecture? (500 words or less)
What are your particular areas of interest within health design? (500 words or less)
The HKS Health Fellowship involves a portion of dedicated research time in your first year, in
addition to working within the HKS healthcare studio. Describe a potential topic within Health
Design that you’d like to research. (500 words or less)
Suggested topics of interest include (but are not limited to):
Community/Population Health
Mental & Behavioral Health
Aging Population
Outpatient/Ambulatory Design & Planning
Master Planning
Resilient Design (All risk ready facilities)
Emergency Department Design & Planning
Tip: The HKS Healthcare Leadership and the previous HKS Healthcare Fellows will assist the
selected fellow on developing their unique fellowship topic. This topic will be based on the
fellow’s interest and strategic initiatives within the HKS Health group.
Previous HKS Healthcare Fellowship topics can be found at:
http://hks.onl/HF

APPLY NOW VIA OUR ONLINE PORTAL

Questions?
Why the HKS Health Fellowship?
The HKS Health Fellowship is an opportunity for a recent graduate to get direct access to top Health and
Research leaders within the firm and industry, who will provide mentorship and support to impact the
industry. The opportunity to spend time researching a topic of interest, coupled with the opportunity to
work on influential projects around the world, encourages exploration and a mindset that leads with
knowledge.

Where does the Health Fellow work? (office location)
HKS will work with the selected Health Fellow to pair them with the HKS office location and mentorship
that can best support their research interests. During the interview stage, fellows can relay their office
preference with firm leadership and discuss that office’s ability to support their research.

How long does the fellowship last?
The fellowship is a one‐year program in which the fellow splits their time between a designated research
project, developed alongside their mentor team, and working alongside project teams within the HKS
Health Studio. At the conclusion of the fellowship year, fellows continue working within the health studio
as emerging leaders within the firm.

Will the Health Fellow get the opportunity to attend a conference?
Health Fellows will get the opportunity to attend one health‐related conference to support research and
education during their fellowship term, coordinated through the committee mentors. Fellows are also
encouraged to present their fellowship research at future conferences and forums, when appropriate.

